Medium Term Plan Overview
Term 3
Week 1
Linked Text
Love to Read
Phonics/Word
/
Spelling Focus

Reading Focus
Writing Focus

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

‘Who Let The Gods Out’
Identifying
different nouns inc
pronouns.

Verbs inc adverbs
and adverbial recap

Prefixes ‘under’
‘over’

Prefixes ‘mid’ ‘pre’

Use of the 5 senses
to support
descriptive
vocabulary.
Carefully chosen
vocabulary.
Use of figurative
language.
Focus: Descriptive
language.

Modal verbs
Prefixes ‘fore’
‘non’

Adjectives and use
of figurative
language.

Main, sub- ordinate and relative
clause re- cap.
Words ending ‘ant’ ‘ent’

Predict what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far.
Understanding
Short story writing
To understand what a myth is.
Understanding
the language
Look
at
structure;
structure and
and structure of
beginning, middle
Look at the structure and
language of
a persuasive
and
ending
vocabulary
of myths and use this
balanced
letter.
to
write
their own.
arguments.
Proof reading work,
Use carefully
inc editing and
To understand what a legend is.
Gathering points
chosen
improving.
for and against a
vocabulary to
Look at the structure and
topic.
persuade.
vocabulary of legends and use
Focus: Openers
this to write their own.
Using carefully
Proof reading,
chosen
inc editing and
Compare myths and legends.
vocabulary.
improving.

Determiners
Words ending ‘ance’ ‘ancy’
and ‘ence’

Recount of event
Use past tense to recount
an event
Diary entry
Focus: Past tense and use
of feelings.

Writing a
balanced
argument.

Sp & Li Focus
Mathematics





Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressive feelings
Multiplying a 3
 Measure
 Area of
 Equivalent
 Improper fractions
 Compare and order
perimeter
fractions.
digit by a 2 digit
irregular
 Mixed numbers
fractions less than 1.
 Calculating
 Adding and
number.
shapes.
 Compare and order
 Add mixed numbers
perimeter
subtracting
Multiplying a 4
 Test on
fractions more than 1.
 Subtract mixed numbers
fractions
with
 Solving
digit number by
end of
 Fractions of amounts.





History

a 2 digit number.
Dividing a 4 digit
number by a 1
digit number.
Dividing with
remainders.

To use atlas skills to
locate Greece on a
map (Geography
focus)
To identify Ancient
Greece on the
timeline.




problems
which involve
perimeter.
Area of
rectangles.
Area of
compound
shapes.



block and
NFER
tests.
Applying
perimeter
and area
knowledge.

To understand
who the Ancient
Greeks were.

To understand

To learn about the

To create my Ancient Greek

To write a set of

an Ancient

Greek alphabet and

vase. (Will take two sessions

instructions.

battle.

to learn to write

to plan and create)

To understand
what a city state
was in ancient
Greek times.

To write
descriptively
using my
senses about
the battle of
Marathon.

Geography
Science

Art & Design
Design & Tech
Computing
RE
Music
PE
PSHE
Trips/outdoor
learning/
visitors

Balanced and
unbalanced forces
(inc an experiment)



same
denominators.
Adding and
subtracting
fractions with
similar
denominators.

our name in Greek!
To make inferences
and deductions
about Greek life
using a range of
Greek pottery.

Gravity

Air resistance

(inc an experiment)

(inc an experiment)

Water
Resistence
(inc an
experiment)

Friction
(inc an experiment)

To create art work based on a piece of description. To draw Greek Gods for display.
Children will be creating a Greek Vase in topic sessions.
Collecting and presenting information.
Purple Mash
Taught by FH
Taught by FH
Taught by FH Taught by FH
Taught by FH
To follow the music express scheme of work.
Gymnastics
Getting on and falling out (Relationships)
Potential for
Ancient Greece
workshop?

Marvellous
Mechanisms

Taught by FH

